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Evening talk just before Arathi  

 

Swami: Good - little small little chit chat.  Welcome my Dear Divine 
Souls. When is your official program starts? 

Students:  Twenty-fifth. 

Swami: What? 

Students: Twenty-fifth. 

Swami:  Can you start a little earlier? 

Students:  Yes! 

Swami:  But you have to give your one permission to me otherwise it 
doesn’t work. The permission is.... 

Students: Yes.  

Swami: Wait, wait, wait, wait!! I have to be tough enough on you 
guys. You know tough?  
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Students: Yes.  

Swami: Really tough. Early morning three o’clock attend. Look, 
look… Taking a shower, be attend two a.m., yes.  Attend one o'clock 
do this sadhana, yes.  It’s not a joke. It's not a... 

Students:  Joke. 

Swami:  If you cooperate to me then I’m always available to you. I'm 
always... 

Students: Available to us. 

Swami: Thousands of hours I given the knowledge, I given a talk… 
Few points: you need to be unity, take care each others, sick people, 
and old people, and our journey’s where it will go and the rainy 
season wherever it is, in all angles try to be strong enough, especially 
guys and a few strong girls need to be strong enough. Clear?  

Students: Clear. 

Swami: There’s many layers of the subject I need to cover, many 
layers. Pranams to Yogananda, he written the JC book, Jesus Christ 
book, he tolded, "After I died, fifty years later try to print it." At the 
time, there is a reason why he tolded that. It’s clearly he mentioned it, 
somebody will catch up make a link that. On the days it’s a little, very 
sensitive period of time. Sensitive... 

Students: Period of time. 

Swami:  Fifty years later, they printed it. He used to stay in boat. I’ve 
been there in Pacific Palisades, in Los Angeles. I walked all where he 
walked that, all that lake area, and his museum and his place, and all 
angles where it is, what it is. To, boldly, darely to tell the spirituality, 
giving the golden statements, you need a guts, you need a? 

Students: Guts. 

Swami:  Guts, yes – this is, this is, otherwise doesn’t work. Doesn’t 
work. With the same spark the information and with clarity 
consciousness, you need to walk and change the globe in a beautiful 
way.  In a? 

Students:  Beautiful way.  
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Swami: Beautiful way. I like Vatican, I respect Popes, but I don’t like 
certain statements of the Popes. It’s a kind of a jokes. It’s a joke what 
they’re giving a statements, absolutely nonsense. So the eastern 
wisdom, western knowledge making a strong bridge - how big 
difficult that is. How big difficult that is. That is your duty guys, I 
done my job pretty good. I have a great desire, I want to see the 
Europe. I done it. Desire in sense of, to seeing how the people is 
living… I took the reason as a Vaastu consultants.  Vaastu? 

Students: Consultants. 

Swami:  It’s nice and I went to Switzerland, and half mountains, 
Austria, and Germany, and Italy, and else - oof, such a big journey! 
It’s a…? 

Students:  Big journey.  

Swami: Big journey. Carla is making a bread to me, cutting the bread 
and putting a jam and butter. “This is idli, sambar, everything is this 
is, you have to eat it!”  “Oh, thanks, how many days I have to survive 
like this?” Drinking little milk… and fruits, ok, go. Keep go. It means, 
why I’m saying this, I done my job - you do your job. Take a palm 
leaf - read it, like anybody read it what is in it what I clearly 
explained here, make it, match it, follow that, that’s it.  So, never, ever 
trust the time. Never? 

Students: Trust the time. 

Swami: No. No… But before Guru Purnima I have a deal with Baba, 
"I will visit your Samadhi." I have to think about it. There is no 
another option to think about it.  I have to visit.  I have to? 

Students:  Visit.  

Swami: Visit. I’m sure once if he want to see me, he will call me. If he 
don’t want to see me, I can’t help it but still I will try to go, still I’ll 
try. I hope you prepared your hiking shoes, umbrellas, rain jackets, 
your medicines. Hello?  

Students: Yes.  

Swami: Few days I’m giving the Upasana Kriya. Upasana Kriya 
means fasting, completely fasting. Chinello need to be. It will be quite 
challenging, interesting, the majority - forget about the mind, heart, 
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soul, put the distance - only working the consciousness stage. 
Consciousness? 

Students:  Stage. 

Swami: Think one minute… if you don’t have any desire in your life, 
no attachments in your life, how it will be? No attachments. 
Somebody, people always they saying, “I want to do social service, 
mental retarded people I want to help, old age home I want to run. 
It’s good, good concept…. Hospitals, I want to do it. I want to do the 
educations. I want to do that. I want to do this…” Who are you to do 
this? He decides what you need to do. He decides what you need to 
do. You came here, you play your role - you walk out.  

If you keep trying it, "I want to do this, I want to do that, I want to do 
this…" and keep struggling, struggling, struggling, hun-um. I’m not 
joking. I practically witnessed, I practically witnessed, I spended my 
time with unbelievable characters: gurus, swamis, and ghoras, 
aghoras, avadhuts, supernatural powerful characters – um-hm. Yes, 
there is a chance the master will guide you, "Go and do your dharma 
this way."  Master will guide you to go and do your dharma this way. 
Master will guide you, will guide you - go and do this work. Even 
you don’t want to, you will do it. You will do it. You cannot escape it. 
Is anybody can escape it? Just I want to hear it, Sabeena?  

Sabeena:  No. 

Swami:  Gustav? 

Gustav:  No way. 

Swami:  What do you mean, no way?  

Gustav:  You cannot escape it. 

Swami:  It means you are a prisoner? You’re a spiritual prisoner? 

Gustav:  Yes! No, you said, you personally said, I want to do it and 
then the master comes and says, “Do it.” Without your own heart 
and soul saying yes, you could never do it. 

Swami:  Do you remember many years back you came to me, 
“Swami I follow the Satya Sai Baba and I’m strong devotee of Satya 
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Sai Baba. I’m totally confused which way is my dharma and duty to 
go?”  Do you remember?  

Gustav:  Yes. 

Swami:  Same place, here. You asked here. What my answer is at that 
time? 

Gustav: You asked me if I would follow you forever and ever. 

Swami:  What you said? 

Gustav: I said, “Yes.” 

Swami:  Then after that? 

Gustav:  I got panic. I was scared. 

Swami:  Scared with what? 

Gustav:  Because I just gave my promise forever and ever. That’s a 
long time. 

Swami:  That is a? 

Gustav:  A very long time and so I didn’t even know you, but I said 
yes. So, one year later, you asked me if it was fine. One year later it 
was fine, but I needed one year to digest. 

Swami:  Thanks. 

Gustav:  It’s my fears, my blocks. 

Swami: That is his decision. Same thing Chaumundi, my mother-in-
law asked, "Swami, please can you come to my house, can you touch 
your feet to my house?" At the time I didn’t seen the Shilpa. 
Chaumundi was running the orphan home and I gave a check for 
50,000 rupees… just I looked at her, "The time is coming. I will come, 
wait." The same words I used it. She’s there sitting backside. Now 
she’s pulling her hairs, "what is my position?" Done. Today, she’s 
here. It’s not me, it’s the Guru Parampara’s lilas. Guru Parampara’s?  

Students: Lilas.  
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Swami: Somebody all of sudden somewhere out of the blue, they 
want to go, "Swami, I want to do this job."   "No, don’t do that job." 
"No, Swami I want to do this job." I said, "Wait, no." Still they do their 
job. Again they turn around they’ll come back there. Like same thing 
you did a construction, I tolded you… You didn’t listen it - Gone.  

Martin: Twelve years it took them. 

Swami: What? 

Martin:  Twelve years it took 

Swami:  What can I do if you heard at the time, "You’re a smart 
person, wasting of the time?" A few people I always says, "Wait, 
don’t fight, globe is round, it will come back, it will come back, wait, 
wait, wait, wait, follow, follow, follow." So, I given the process to you 
guys, chanting the certain mantras to bringing it as much as you can. 
I don’t know you really can complete that many japas. It’s quite 
challenge it – try, try, try, try…  I’m telling you advancely, never 
knows Mother nature, it won’t stop, big rains might be come and 
whatever She’ll find the way to make it stop. But be strong. Be?  

Students: Strong.  

Swami: Strong. Fourteen years back Jesus book I want to complete. 
There are several hours I’ve given the speech with Monika and 
Phillip. There is no floor upstairs Jesus Temple… near the Ganesh, 
they have the video clippings. Then Mahamaya is hitted. Some few 
people they done the crazy stuffs, "Ok, maybe this is not the time - 
wait. This time is missed it, forget it, forget it." You have no idea how 
I suffered… even in my chair, just I fall off and sleep, and finding my 
own way to get relaxation, and heartfully some crew is with me and 
they’re working and they’re helping me, giving massage, whatever it 
is, technical side, all angles, they done. Every part, they keep doing it, 
doing it, doing it… So spiritual secret, find it. It’s not a joke. Spiritual? 

Students:  Secret. 

Swami:  That is nothing, but finding about yourself. Finding about? 

Students:  Yourself. 

Swami:  Spirituality is nothing but, put this way, as a typical 
westerners they think it’s a cult, it is a? 
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Students:  Cult. 

Swami: - strange, psychiatric patients…the real spiritual persons – 
taking a flower and pulling the honey from the flower without doing 
any process, no bee, nothing… how to get the honey from the lotus 
flower, any flower? That is?  

Students: Spirituality.  

Swami: Your body is a flower. Honey is your soul consciousness, 
soul consciousness. To pull that out, that is the final immortal thing. 
Clear?  

Students: Clear.  

Swami: Any questions? Hello! 

Chinello: Yes, what is the next step after that? 

Swami:  After this program? 

Chinello: After we learn the mechanism for pulling the honey out of 
our souls then what’s the next step after that, Swamiji? 

Swami:  You pull it man, then I’ll tell you. 

Chinello:  Can we do it now? 

Swami:  Wait, wait, wait… what else? Next? 

Monika B: Wait, wait, wait, follow, follow, follow… 

Swami:  Next. 

Monika T:  Swami, you said that we should forget our minds, forget 
our hearts, forget our souls and just be in the consciousness stage, 
that this program was about that. Can you give us more guidance 
about how to do that? 

Swami:  Um-hmm, yes, not now. Like everybody gathers, simple 
logic way, I draw that where you are, what is your problems, what 
yantras, what it does, how to come out from your problems, how to 
deal the problems, how to win the master’s heart, step-by-step, very 
clear way, then you’re there. I’m completing all chakras, whatever 
you learned all chakras.  
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Chinello: Is Immortal Enlightenment having the clarity of 
consciousness like when all the chakras are hitting to that pure 
consciousness?  Is that Shiva consciousness? 

Swami:  Yes. Yes. My part is ten percent, your part is ninety percent. 
Your hard work is very important. If you’re not doing the hard work, 
what can I do? You have to do it. You have to practice it. Even Shirdi, 
if you went there in the gurusthan - satya, dharma, shanti prema with 
his austerities power, he buried it. He?  

Students: Buried it.  

Swami: Buried it. I maded you guys to bury your power spot. I made 
it in case anything happens, your austerities power is existing here. 
It's keep sending the protection circles wherever you are. Some 
people is crying, "I’m hopeless, I’m helpless Swami, gosh, I lost my 
power objects, everything I lost it." But still you cannot lose one thing 
– your?  

Students: Power Spot.  

Swami: That is the key. Somebody heard my personal mantra, what 
can I do?  But still there… What else? 

Chinello: What is the relationship between the spark of our soul and 
the star as you mentioned? You pulled a divine soul down and it 
feels that maybe there’s some relationship between the spark, the 
soul, and that star or that Divine soul. 

Swami:  No need to change the subject. No need to change the 
subject. Good, anyhow, yes, Monika T.? 

Monika T:  Swami, you said that the Shakti Gayatri had the effect of 
really helping our consciousness. Can you talk about that? 

Swami: Yes, that is one of the major subjects in my Immortal 
Enlightenment Course, Kama and Kala chakra. Vishvamitra 
Maharshi, he used the Kala Chakra and unfortunately he done some 
funny stuff. He break the diksha there. He break the diksha. That’s 
why he putted the Aim Kleem Saoum. That’s why we repeated Aim, 
Aim, Aim, Kleem, Kleem, Kleem, Saoum, Saoum, Saoum. He created new 
heaven there. I always tells you, “Don’t trust the time.” It means Kala 
Chakra. But I didn’t mention second one. I’ll give the clarity there – 
Kama and Kala. Only I mentioned the Kala.  
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We’ll see how it will go. It’s a big challenging issue. Different persons 
have the different belief systems and different layers of the students, 
and everybody I need to make them to come in one line, and I need 
to deal with them. That’s the challenging issue to me. General talk 
will be there, again sub-groups will be there, subgroups like forty 
people, fifty people, forty people, fifty people, forty people...  

Many students, they’ve done tons of processes. You might think, 
"Swami, I’ve done many processes, no results so far." There is the 
results, but you’re not seeing it. You’re not seeing it. It’s still with 
you. It’s still with you whatever you done, "I’ve performed hundred 
homas with Swami - no results!" Just I need to clean your mirror with 
cloth, all the dust, now you can see - clear?  

Students: Yes.  

Swami: Final question. 

Lucia: Swami, in Baba’s power spot is satya, dharma, shanti, prema. 
Is in our power spots also satya, dharma shanti, prema? 

Swami:  Of course. 

Lucia:  How? 

Swami:  What do you mean? 

Lucia:  Well, Baba had four flames and we have earth element and 
the Shiva ash. So in that ash, in the mud, there’s the same satya, 
dharma, shanti, prema? 

Swami:  Yes. 

Lucia:  Through what is that happening?  

Swami:  Do you understand her question? 

Student: She wants to know how you made it? How you made it 
happen? 

Lucia: We don’t have four flames, so how do we have the satya, 
dharma, shanti, prema in the power spot? 

Swami:  Ok, wait, wait, wait, wait… who is watching the flames 
inside in Dwarkamai, guys? Who is in charge? Thanks. You asked 
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that question isn’t it? Good. You ask the flame, he will answer to you! 
Good luck. Now it’s late, go to the arathi. Have a nice time guys. Be 
prepared, everything, whatever you can, and travel kits and 
everything. Anytime, never knows with your Swami, ready, jump, 
one hour time, we’re jumping in. Clear?  

Students:  Yes. 

Swami:  Done. Good luck. 

Students:  Thank you Swami! 

 

End of Talk 

 


